Spontaneous desynchronization of coupled oscillators occurs in diverse systems spanning from the mammalian brain to alternating current power grids. Here, we model desynchronization using a generalization of the classical Kuramoto model, which includes short-range phase repulsion among individual oscillators. Surprisingly, we find that our model exhibits self-organized avalanches at intermediate values of the repulsion strength, and that these avalanches have similar statistical properties and scaling exponents to cascades seen in real-world oscillator ensembles-including neuronal avalanches. We show that avalanches in our system arise due to a critical mechanism based on competition between the mean field and local interactions, which can be recreated using a cellular automaton based on classical traffic models. We exactly solve our system in the many-oscillator limit, and find that criticality arises due to the system's strong sensitivity to small-scale noise, here arising from local rearrangements among oscillators.
Globally-coupled phase oscillators represent a basic, tractable paradigm for understanding synchronization in a variety of systems-spanning from coordination among neurons, to load-balancing on power grids, to interactions on social networks [1] [2] [3] . However, recent years have revealed a variety of exotic phenomena occurring even in simple systems of phase oscillators, such chimera states [4, 5] , glass-like relaxation mediated by a "volcano" transition [6] , and oscillation death via broken rotational symmetry [7] .
Many such discoveries are framed in terms of their effects on the synchronous state, which represents a globally-stable solution of the underlying dynamical equations. However, many real-world oscillator populations, such as neuronal ensembles, exhibit a maximally desynchronous state, in which the phases of individual oscillators become maximally spaced apart on the unit circle [8, 9] . Such dynamics are achievable, in principle, by introducing negative couplings into standard phase oscillator models [10, 11] ; alternative approaches include introducing phase offsets or time delays in the interactions among oscillators, or introducing specific pairwise couplings among oscillators that embed them on a complex graph [2, 12, 13] . The tunability of synchronization in such models introduces the broader question of whether unique phenomena can occur at the critical intermediate point between the synchronous and maximallydesynchronous states.
Here, we introduce a minimal generalization of classical oscillator models, which allows a smooth transition between full synchrony and maximal desynchrony. At intermediate states, we observe a surprising phenomenon consisting of avalanches, in which the system seemingly approaches synchrony, only to abruptly desynchronize at quasi-random intervals. This phenomenon mirrors avalanches seen in real-world oscillator networks, including neuronal ensembles, financial markets, and power * wgilpin@stanford.edu grids [14] [15] [16] . We trace these avalanches to a critical mechanism driven by competition between large scale attraction of oscillators to the mean field, and small-scale rearrangements, which we recreate using a cellular automaton model inspired by self-organized criticality in traffic. Finally, we solve our model exactly in the manyoscillator limit, and show how the existence of avalanches in the system arises due to the amplication of "noise" provided by rearrangements.
Our model consists of the classical Kuramoto model of globally and attractively-coupled phase oscillators; we modify this model by adding an additional term correspond to short-range repulsion among oscillators with proximal phases,
where the interaction potential introduces short-range repulsion. Here, due to its finite range and analytic tractability, we choose a triangular step
where d = 2π/N and H denotes the unit step function. The angular distance function D(θ j , θ k ) corresponds to the signed distance between two angles along the unit circle. When V 0 = 0, Eq. 1 becomes the standard Kuramoto model with global coupling and no phase offsets; this model exhibits a well-known and solvable phase transition to synchrony as K increases [3] . This synchronization transition can be readily observed via the dynamics of the first-order Daido order parameter R(t), where
which reaches a stable steady-state R = 1 when K is sufficiently high. However, in the case of non-zero repulsion V 0 > 0, Eq. 1 admits another stable solution when K = 0, corresponding to equal spacing of the oscillators along the unit circle, R = 0. Thus, the additional term in Eq. 1 serves to stabilize the maximally desynchronized state via steric interaction. Unexpectedly, at intermediate values of K and V 0 , the order parameter undergoes irregular oscillations, displaying epochs of gradual synchronization punctuated by rapid desynchronization ( Figure 1A ). During synchronization, R exhibits consistent exponential growth at a fixed rate; however, at varying intervals this growth halts, and the order parameter rapidly decreases to a value approaching the maximally desynchronous state R = 0. Inspection of individual oscillators indicates that the dynamics during synchronization largely match those of the classical Kuramoto model at the same value of K; however, the desynchronization period occurs much more rapidly, and with a wide range of amplitudes. Because our model contains no explicit noise source, we hypothesize that the onset of desynchronization arises from finescale details of the packing of oscillators along the unit circle. All variation therefore originates from the random initial placement of the oscillators on the interval [0, 2π]-small changes in the initial conditions therefore have a pronounced effect on the timing of desynchronization events at later times.
These irregular oscillations are particularly striking given the homogeneity of the oscillators, and the relative simplicity of their interactions. Self-organized quasiperiodicity has previously been reported in the phases of individual phase oscillators with nonlinear coupling [17] ; in this system, when the coupling K is too low to produce full synchrony, the mean field fails to entrain individual oscillators-however, R(t) remains periodic. The behavior of Eq. 1 also differs from partial synchronization observed in chimera states, in which distinct synchronous and desynchronous subpopulations coexist within an ensemble of oscillators [2, 4, 5, 18] . While chimera states can produce irregular oscillations of R(t), the form and character of chimera states arises specifically from the presence of a mixture of short-and long-ranged pairwise couplings. In contrast, the number of short-range interactions experienced by an oscillator subject to Eq. 1 varies continuously as other oscillators enter and exit its repulsive radius d.
We therefore ask whether the observed cascades truly arise due to a critical mechanism, or another source of chaotic dynamics (such as multiscale correlated fluctuations) [19] . We observe that the power spectrum of the first-order parameter R(t) exhibits 1/f 2 decay (Figure 1B) ; additionally, the higher-order Daido order parameters R n ≡ N j=1 e inθj (t) , n > 1 exhibit more gradual decay at low frequencies, indicating stronger temporal correlations in the clustering of oscillators over long timescales (see supplementary material). This power law power spectrum potentially indicates self-organized criticality, with 1/f 2 fluctuations in the order parameter occurring in the original "sandpile" model of self-organized criticality [20, 21] , as well as experimental studies of relaxation in granular media [22] and frictional interfaces [23] . Additionally, the distribution of desynchroniza- tion event magnitudes, p(S), displays power-law behavior with critical exponent −3/2, while the distribution of times between events, p(τ ) is exponential-both consistent with a self-organized critical mechanism, in which avalanches of oscillator rearrangements punctuate gradual synchronization [19, 23] ( Figure 1C, D) . Moreover, the distribution of avalanche durations has a critical exponent of −2 (supplementary material), making our observed scaling exponents similar to those reported experimentally for neuronal populations [24] [25] [26] . Intuitively, self-organized cascades in this system arise from attraction of the dynamics to the synchronized state, which causes an exponential increase in local density (in θ space). This clustering increases the steric pressure on synchronized oscillators, increasing the probability that two oscillators will overlap sufficiently to either exchange positions, or exert a joint force on a third oscillator, thereby triggering a cascade of oscillator rearrangements and transient desynchronization. We quantify this effect by computing the net repulsive force acting an oscillator j, due the cumulative effect of other oscillators falling within its interaction radius d,
For an oscillator with an equal number of neighbors falling within d on its right and left sides, the net force due to the repulsive interactions is zero. Thus, F j is proportional to the gradient of the local density of oscillators. Figure 2A shows N j=1 |F j | at each timepoint during a typical avalanche build-up and release cycle. During synchronization, brief peaks in the net force appear and then relax, due to oscillators having sufficient space to rearrange and maximize their spacing. However, as the degree of synchronization increases, oscillators become less likely to have space to freely rearrange, causing repulsive forces to aggregate within the cluster. Eventually, a large-scale rearrangement occurs, triggering a cascade of rearrangements that break apart the cluster-visible as a sustained period of non-zero net repulsive forces.
The gradual build-up and rapid release of force within an oscillator cluster mirrors criticality observed in other physical process, such as stick-slip friction, earthquakes, and traffic [23] . In the supplementary material, we describe how the continuous motion of oscillators along the unit circle, as well as the formation of "jams" in regions of high density (visible as synchronization epochs in the dynamics of R(t)), motivates us model criticality in the system using a cellular automaton inspired by models of traffic flows (Supplementary Figure S3) . We start with the classic Nagel-Schreckenberg cellular automaton model for traffic on a periodic domain [27] . In this model, N "cars" are distributed among M sites, represented by a length M string with site values 0 (unoccupied) or 1 (occupied, without overlaps). In each timestep, cars at each occupied site move forward a number of units determined by their current velocity, and then update their velocity using various acceleration rules (such as random acceleration or braking). A central feature of the model is that a car's velocity is bounded by the number of empty sites preceding it, thus preventing passing-a constraint that triggers the formation of large-scale jams at high densities N/M → 1, and which allows the system to exhibit self-organized criticality when the density is sufficient for jams to transiently form and then break apart [28] . Here, we modify this model in two ways: (1) we impose an acceleration rule that depends, in part, on the distance of cars from all other cars, and (2) if the net force on a given car reaches a critical threshold, it can accelerate at a rate depending on the magnitude and direction of its net force (see supplementary material for a more detailed description of the model). We find that these two modifications are sufficient to replicate the gradual build-up and rapid breakup of synchronized states that we observe in the continuous-time dynamics of the oscillator array ( Figure 2) . Moreover, the statistical properties of the two models are comparable; the power spectral density of R for the traffic model (as calculated by assuming the cars travel on the unit circle) displays 1/f 2 scaling, as well as exponential waiting times between the events. This similarity underscores the central role of force build-up and rearrangement in determining the avalanche dynamics, despite the differences between the two models-namely, that only one jam can form at a given time, and only at an exponential rate, in the oscillator model.
That rearrangements trigger cascades indicates the role of inter-oscillator repulsion in amplifying local events into global cascades. Avalanches therefore are the result of Eq. 1 becoming extremely sensitive to noise (here provided by rearrangements) at intermediate values of V 0 /K. In order to better understand this critical mechanism, we next seek to solve the repulsive oscillator model analytically in the continuum (large N ) limit. In this limit, the system comprises an "oscillator fluid" with the dynamical equation where f (θ) is the probability density of oscillators at position θ along the unit circle. The force on this density is given by a continuum analogue of Eq. 1,
The first two term in this expression follow directly from the Kuramoto model [30] . The remaining term proportional to ∂ θ f follows from the continuum limit of the repulsive interaction (see supplementary material for a derivation of this term from Eq. 1). Similar density gradient terms appear in continuum versions of critical sandpile models [29] ; here, the term stabilizes the uniform distribution f = 1/(2π), R = 0. The noise term ξ(t) triggers cascades; rearrangements are abstracted as uncorrelated stochastic events, with amplitude proportional to the local oscillator density. We discuss noise in greater detail below.
In order to solve for the dynamics of R(t) subject to Eq. 2, we impose a form for f (θ) using the Ott-Antonsen ansatz [30] , which assumes that the density distribution has the form of a Fourier series,
a n e inθ + c.c. .
Inserting this equation in Eq. 2 and reducing the resulting dynamical equation (see supplementary material)
shows that the full dynamics are captured by those of the order parameter,
where R(t)e iΦ(t) ≡ e iθ f (θ )dθ . In the zero-noise limit (ξ = 0), Eq. 4 admits two physically meaningful solutions,
(see supplementary materials for a description of the exact nonzero solution, which requires the root of the highdegree polynomial P (R)). These solutions exchange stability via a transcritical bifurcation at V 0 = πKN ( Figure  3A , dashed gray trace). Comparison of discrete oscillator simulations for various N show general agreement with the analytic model below the critical V 0 /K; below this point the simulations converge to a partiallysynchronized state with amplitude predicted by Eq. 5 ( Figure 3A , colored markers). However, as V 0 → πKN , the dynamics of the discrete simulations undergo an abrupt transition to avalanche dynamics, with transition point and average fluctuation amplitude both dependent on N . These fluctuations do not occur in the continuum model without noise.
To include fluctuations in the continuous model, we consider the case of non-zero ξ(t) in Eq. 3. Analysis of the Ott-Antonsen ansatz and the resulting dynamical equations shows that the simplest way that noise can affect the dynamics of R(t) is through a term of the form ξ(t)∂ θ f , as appears in Eq. 3; other approaches, such as additive or multiplicative noise in Eq. 3, do not affect the dynamics of R(t) (see supplementary material). Based on the numerical simulations of discrete oscillators, we reason that the abrupt breakdown of the phase-locked state depends on specific features of rearrangements that depend on N , V 0 , and K in a nonlinear way. We treat this dependence phenomenologically, and impose a functional form for the noise term consisting of a sharp cutoff, implying that rearrangements are impossible below a critical force,
where ξ 0 is the noise amplitude, and V a sets the minimum degree of repulsion at which avalanches can occur. These are treated as fitting parameters, and η(t) is assumed to be uncorrelated Langevin noise.
Given a non-zero value of the noise term ξ(t), the dynamics of the order parameter R(t) under Eq. with those observed in the discrete simulations, including an exponential waiting time distribution, a power law size distribution with critical exponent −3/2, and a power spectrum with power law decay and critical exponent −2 (Supplementary Figure S4) . These effects persist over a range of different noise amplitudes, each fitted to the V a , ξ 0 values characterizing rearrangements in the discrete model at various N . Thus, while our noise term does not explicitly model small-scale details of rearrangements, it shows how they essentially act as a source of random variation that is amplified by the dynamical equation at intermediate values of V 0 /K.
We have shown that a minimal generalization of the Kuramoto model can produce unexpectedly rich dynamics, mirroring those of avalanche models and other systems exhibiting self-organized criticality. We anticipate potential applications of our model to understanding avalanche-like dynamics seen in real-world oscillator networks, ranging from power grids [16] , to financial markets [15] , to neuronal circuits in the brain [14] . Suggestively, our observed scaling exponents match those of experimental studies of neuronal avalanches, which report scaling exponents of approximately 1.5 for size distributions, 1 − 3 for the power spectral density, and 2 for the duration distribution [24] [25] [26] . However, while the Kuramoto model has frequently been used as a minimal model of neuronal synchronization [31, 32] , further study is needed in order to determine whether neurons undergoing avalanches can be mapped onto our modified Kuramoto model-particularly because real-world neuronal avalanches have sophisticated spatial structure, and their constituent neurons can have highly nonlinear interactions [31, 33] . Nonetheless, our results suggest that even neurons with a simple interaction scheme (all-to-all cou-pling) could produce avalanches when individual neurons have a negative region in their phase-response curve [34] . We speculate that, in our model, short-range phase repulsion may act analogously to synaptic depression, in which neurons inhibit one another over short time periods due to local depletion of a neurotransmitter-a mechanism that has previously been shown to be sufficient to produce avalanches with similar scaling exponents to our system [33, 35] . More broadly, our work provides a minimal example of globally-coupled oscillators that produce dynamics poised between synchrony and disorder, illustrating how critical dynamics can increase the sensitivity of real-world oscillator ensembles to noise and perturbations.
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